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Someone is gunning for Bully and he has no idea who it is. His heart can't take another loss and so

he makes the decision to walk away from Envy for good, hoping that one day she will be able to

understand. Bully is still preoccupied with mourning the loss of Safiya while trying to get his life

together at the same time. He's finally found a way out of the street life and he wants to take full

advantage of it, but Bully may soon come to learn that going legit may be the very thing that could

cost him his life. Envy is taking loss after loss and while trying to hold it together on the outside, on

the inside it's killing her. She's not surprised at how things ended with Bully but that doesn't stop her

from being heart broken. With money on her mind, Envy takes advantage of her position as

Cormega's assistant and she attempts to focus on growing her businesses. She even goes against

her better judgment and her relationship with Cormega becomes more than just a professional one.

Still, no matter how much money she makes, or who she passes her time with, Envy can't shake

thoughts of Bully. In this finale will the two move on from each other or will they finally get it

together?
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This book picked up where part one stop. The storyline kept my attention from the beginning to the

end. The new characters were well developed. Their role in the story was on point. This story talks

about friends, new and old ones You think you know someone for years but their true self came out.

But being greedy and thinking about self will come back on you. Nobody knows how to cope with

death but being around someone that is there for you means the world to you. Betrayal, it was going

on in this story. People laughing in your face and out to get you. So glad that Envy just couldn't

leave Bully along. Bully finally realize that he could love again. New relationships was formed. What

a read

Bully and Envy relationship was amazing to me,I was so happy that Envy patiently waited on Bully

the heart want what it wants. I was so sad for Jessica .Natisha Raynor Fantastic job on this series

This book picked up exactly where the first one left off. I loved the characters in this book. I liked

how we got to see both Bully and Envy deal with each other issues. I loved how Bully finally let go

and let Envy in because their chemistry together was good. It's sad that Jessica was do worried

about Tron cheating that she missed all the signs of drug use. I'm glad Noel got her self together

De'ja needed her in her life. I enjoyed this book and I can't wait for your next release

This was a good read i wish it could have a slightly different ending like i wish bully would have had

a baby by envy shoot thwy both deserve some happiness after all they been through I'm glad

everyone got what they deserve i wish jessica could have had a better ending with tron but hey it

still was awesome i recommend this series u want be disappointedÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚Âº

It was great to see Envy grow and do what she had to do to make her dreams possible. Bully's

growth was amazing from being a hard unemotional man to taking out his enemies and opening his

heart. I'm happy Kat ass got caught up ole nasty trifling girl. My heart ached for Jessica. Another

great well written story. Keep up the great writing!!!!

Enjoyed Bully and Envy. I respected the fact that he didn't really want to lead her on in knowing that

he was still grieving. I loved their chemistry. I feel like Kat got what she deserved trying to be



sneaky. All of the guys that tried Envy got what was coming to them. I'm just happy with the ending

This was a good series, filled with Drama, betrayal, and a beautiful love affair.So glad Envy & Bully

got their forever after.I felt bad for Jessica, but hopefully in time her heart will heal.Kat stupid

choices was her downfall.Can't wait to read more from this Author.

What I didnt like was the back and forth between the main characters. I loved their friendship

though. I loved Envy's loyalty to Bully, as well as Jessica. A definite must read if you're familiar with

Natisha Raynor's work OR looking for an author with several good reads under her belt.
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